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.This inventionrrelates‘ïftoîimprovements in'fair 
filter _constructions and, .more particularly, to 
improvements in the design and assembly of 
the -ineans rfor retaining the 'ñltering medium 
in place. 
Dust Vviilters for use inheating and circulating 

.systems usually consist in .masses of .heteron 

.geneously .arranged fibers, lfor .-example, rock 
~wool~.or ̀ „glass iibers, .assembled in a relatively 
thin-.loosely packed, mass,:usually of rectangular 
y-s'hapewhich are inserted, in theV air passageways 
of l'heating or air conditioning-systemsfor »the 
.purpose „of filtering out `dust which -otherwise 
would be carried back into the space being heated 
or conditioned. Because the masses of fibers 
have to be quite loose, it is necessary that they 
be bound in some kind of frame or package to 
hold them together, protect them during manu 
facture, packaging, shipping, storage and han 
dling and to support them in the passageways. 

It is the principal object of this invention to 
provide a simpliûed, easily assembled ñber re 
taining means for an air filter which has sufll 
cient strength not only to hold the fibers in 
place during use but to form a package during 
shipment and storage of the filter. 
The package constituting the invention com 

prises two generally flat perforated grills, one 
to be located on each of the major faces of a 
mass of loosely packed ñbers and each of the 
grills having flanges bent over around the edges 
of the mass inwardly toward the flanges of the 
other grill; the whole being made unitary and 
retained in assembled construction by a single 
web, preferably formed of a textile tape, which 
is folded and adhered around the edges of the 
grill flanges. 
An air ñlter embodying the invention is shown 

in the attached drawings, in which: 
Fig. 1 is a view in perspective of an assembled 

air filter constructed according to the invention. 
Fig. 2 is a greatly enlarged fragmentary, verti 

cal, sectional View taken substantially on the line 
2--2 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary perspective view, partly 
in section, taken substantially along the line 3-3 
of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view 
of a filter construction illustrating a modifica 
tion of the invention. 
An air ñlter consists in one or more masses 

of loosely compacted ñbers I0 which usually are 
formed in layers either one or two inches thick 
and have generally rectilinear shapes. Each of 
the masses of ñbers has major, fiat, parallel 
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‘faces `I.I1"an'd.I»2z-over each'n‘f' which there-'is laid 
@a `perforated f‘metal grill I3 or I4, respectively. 
‘In 'the f embodiment of -the i invention shown,  the 
"perforated‘metalrgrills have a plurality of Ycircu 
'ïlar-openings ithrough .which air passes, leaving 

structural ‘support .è for the filter. 
“In an air-'ñlter'package or construction accord 

fingl‘to‘the inventionyeach‘ofthe'grills I3 and I4 
‘iszîformedwith"inwardly extending ilat flanges 
I5 or I6 which are'bentpn ‘all fourfsides to form 
a shallow pan-like structure. In thef'embodb 
>~nient ofthe'ï invention shown'in the drawings, a 
"ñlterfcomprising two "thin wafers of fibers I0 is 
"shown’in'assembled condition. <`In making each 
of these semi-filters the mass of ñbers IG is laid 
in the shallow pan-like structure formed by a 
grill I4 and its bent ilanges I5 or IIB and then 
the ends of the flanges are bent over to form 
lips I 'I or I 8 generally parallel to the major 
planes of the grills I3 or I4. 
The two pan-like structures comprising the 

grills I3 and I4 and the masses of ñbers I0 are 
then placed together with the open faces adja 
cent, the two being assembled particularly as 
shown in section in Fig. 2. In order to retain 
the structures in assembled condition and to give 
the assembled ñlters unity, a wide fiber rein 
forced adhesive tape I9 is wrapped around the 
edges of the two flanges I5 and I6 and its wings 
are folded over the top and bottom forming a 
frame around the grills I3 and I4 and retaining 
the two is assembled condition. The tape I9 
may be mitered or lapped at the corners as shown 
in Fig. 3 and the whole pressed tightly against 
the material of which the grills I3 and I4 are 
formed. 
Although the grills I3 and I4 are indicated as 

being made from perforated metal, other ma« 
terials such as thin fiber board or cardboard or 
other reltively still, tough perforated sheet ma 
terial. may also satisfactorily be employed. 
The embodiment of the invention illustrated in 

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 consists of two masses of fibers III 
and their associated grills I3 and Iâ so that the 
ñnal finished ñlter is double thickness. In some 
applications, single thickness filters may be em 
ployed, in which case one of the shallow pan-like 
structures made up of a grill I3a having flanges 
I5a is filled with a mass of fibers Illa and a second 
grill I4a may then either be laid over the open 
side of the pan shaped structure or it may be 
formed slightly larger and telescoped over the 
open side of the pan. Such a construction is 
illustrated in Fig. 4 Where a grill I4a is shown as 
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having a flange Isa which slides over the exterior 
of the flange I5a of the grill I3a, the major face 
of the grill I4@ lying against the exterior of a lip 
Ha formed on the ñange of the grill I3a. As 
in the embodiment of the invention illustrated 
in Figs. l, 2 and 3, an adhesive tape I9a which 
preferably is liber reinforced, is pressed around 
the edges of the flanges Iâa and 16a to retain the 
two grills I3a and Illa around the mass of 
fibers Iûa. 
An air filter construction embodyingr the in 

vention eliminates the necessity for stapling or 
otherwise mechanically securing the facing grills 
I3 and I4 or similar elements to each other and 
the use of flanges formed directly from the same 
material as that forming the grill faces them 
selves eliminates the use of expensive framing 
materials such as are presently employed in most 
commercial air ñlters as Well as greatly strength 
ening the assembled structure. 
The particular materials employed for fabri 

cating any of the elements of a grill constructed 
according to the invention are not critical, it 
being only necessary that they have suilìcient 
strength and, preferably, light Weight, to retain 
the über masses in place during handling and 
shipping and to hold them generally across the 
passageway of the air circulating system in which 
they are employed without greatly interfering 
with the flow of air or unnecessarily weighting or 
bulking the completed air filter. 

I claim: 
1. A ñlter construction unit consisting of a gen 

erally ñat mat of fibers, said mat having .gener 
ally parallel and planar major faces and edges 
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generally perpendicular to such major faces and 
a retainer for such mat consisting in a thin per 
forated grill having a flat body overlying one 
major face of said mat, marginal ilanges extend 
ing generally perpendicularly to said body and 
embracing all of the edges of said mat and return 
lips extending inwardly over the margins of the 
other major face of said mat generally parallel 
to said flat body. 

2. An air ñlter comprising a filter construction 
unit according to claim 1, a closing cover consist 
ing in a flat, perforated main face and edge 
flanges perpendicular to said face and arranged 
in telescoping overlying relation to the flanges 
of said unit and means for attaching said cover to 
said unit. 

3. An air ñlter comprising a pair of ñlter con 
struction units according to claim 1 arranged in 
back to back relationship with the return lips of 
each unit in contact and means for securing said 
units in assembledrelationship. 
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